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NSBA Scandinavia Young Horse Cup 

 - Cup containing “younghorse classes” for 2&3year old horses - 
Background 
The cup started as a cup for 1&2 year olds to make possible to show young horses in “more than just halter”. Later based on 

several member requests the board decided to expand the NSBA Scandinavia Young Horse Cup with 3 year olds. 

 

Along with NSBA’s purpose of promoting Pleasure- and Hunterhorses together with horses suitable for related performance 

classes, one of NSBA’s concerns is the wellbeing and welfare of the horses. Therefore, NSBA’s decided to cut yearlings out of 

the cup classes with a motivation that a yearling should not be trained into that level that he is finished to show in the 

cupclasses in his yearling year. Also considering the rule of NSBA USA a yearling may not be shown in Longeline before the 1st 

of July.  

  

Rules for the younghorsecup  

Each class is being executed according to the NSBA rulebook, expect for the trail in hand 

which executes according to the APHA rulebook.  

 

At every show offering the NSBA Scandinavia Young Horse Cup show management will 

have to offer 3 classes with combined age divisions: 

 

2 & 3 year Old Showmanship 

2 & 3 year Old Trail In Hand  

2 & 3 year Old Longe Line  

 

Cup-points from each class is calculated based on entries in the class. F.e with 10 entries 

winner gets 10 points, reserve get 9 points, 3rd get 8 points and so on. The horse with 

most points when all three classes is finished wins the cup. A horse must join all three 

classes to be eligible for the young horsecup.  

 

In each classes ribbons should be handed out to 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. Cup-awards is 

optional for show management to arrange with.  

 

3-year-old horses competing in the Young Horse Cup aren't allowed to enter any riding 

classes at the same show. No matter it is a paid warm up, allbreed, NSBA or breed class.  

3 yr old horses competing in the Young Horse Cup are not allowed to be ridden at the 

show grounds.  

 

Handler and owner of the horse must be a member of NSBA Scandinavia!  

 

 


